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I designed this project using the simple stories
journaling cards from the kit, with paint and small
clothespins from my stash I was able to turn this
printer tray into a reusable home decor item you can
change the photos on as often as you like.

1. To start, I used the chipboard cutout to trace the shape on the paper and journaling cutouts
to get the desired shape for the background piece. I also used the cutout to help with alignment
when adhering the paper to the background chipboard.

2. Once I finished filling in the background shape with my papers, I adhered the next two
cutout shapes to the background. I like to use these little grips I
found at a hardware store to hold my pieces together while it dries.
It's not necessary, but it helps me to design quickly when I'm in a
time crunch. They are like an extra pair of hands. I love them.
3. Add any sequins, glitter, confetti to any of the cutout shapes. I
added some half gems from my stash to two of the sections, and some
gold beads to the Happy Gold lucky section. Next, peel the protective
film from your acrylic shape and adhere it atop the cutout. Make sure
to apply glue everywhere along the chipboard cutout so the acrylic is
able to keep the sequins inside each component you placed them into.

4. While the other parts of the printer tray are drying, grab your very top cutout shape and paint it.
I did mine in a very light baby blue to match the kit papers and then flicked pink paint using
another paintbrush to add splatters all over the front of it.

5. Once the paint dries, adhere the cutout to the heart printer tray. Use a glue gun or another
strong adhesive to add your clothespins for photo placement. Now you can add a different photo
whenever you’d like!

6. Here are some close-ups!

